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Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Arlan Pineda National Admin Arlan does a great job keeping the IKEA claims under control. Clark
Chriselle Santiago National Admin Chriselle has done a great job taking over from Jasmin. She is very motivated and proactive. She also has a 

lovely calm and positive attitude and is a pleasure to work with.
Clark

Kim Dela Cruz National Admin Kim has taken on a team leader position in Customer Service recently and is doing a fantastic job. He has 
picked up the new processes very quickly and is great to work with.

Clark

Leslie Manabat National Admin Leslie is always so great to work with and super helpful. Always quick to answer and jump on issues I send 
through. Thank you Leslie!

Clark

Mnhattan Estrada National Admin knowledgeable, reliable and helpful at all times,  offers help even not asked :) Clark
Melissa Roxas National Admin Melissa has shown her dedication and proactiveness in ensuring that she is on top of things. She ensures she 

is able to look after the team and touches base in other areas needing attentions as well. She has a very calm 
approach in terms of dealing with any issues encountered by team.

Clark

Paul Nicdao National Admin Paul does such a great job in Claims. He really understands the process and I enjoy working with him, he 
always has a happy and positive attitude. 

Clark

Wey Velasquez National Admin Wey hasn't been doing claims for long but he has picked up the task extremely well. I'm very impressed with 
his logical thinking and problem solving.

Clark

IT Team IT The IT Team (Inc. Mosaic) are a dedicated, hardworking team that are always willing to help, go the extra mile 
and constantly putting in 110% to make sure the ANC Business is running smoothly with minimal issues 24x7.  
Thanks IT, appreciate all of your efforts and hard work you do.

National

John Barbaro Sales and Account 
Management

John is always positive, friendly and easy to get along with. National

Kate Nelson Sales and Account 
Management

Being able to coordinate with the business to get a clients crisis adverted. National

Lynda Langkilde IT Lynda has been absolutely amazing in the integration of MoveIT & Radaro into South Australia for JBTGG. She 
has been agile and dynamic, and it simply would not have got over the line without Lynda's intuition and 
expertise. Her communication has been so transparent, and I am really glad to have worked along side her in 
this changeover! Well done LL! 

National

Natalie Troupkos Marketing Natalie is known as the super trooper, and that she is! Nat is always super helpful, friendly and patient. Her 
communications delivered across ANC are first class, timely and hugely appreciated. Nat is also very well 
known for drafting and sending comms while on annual leave, just to help the team out- total dedication. 
Thanks Nat

National

Tamara Uasi National Admin Tamara works so hard and is able to get so much done. She has such great skills in excel and works really fast.  
Thank you for all that you do Tamara!

National

Brianna Gater Operations Nom 1. Bri is always so helpful and the drivers really love her ! Bri is so hard working and is a good trainer, Bri 
always dedicates and scarifices her time for ANC to help bring the team to success
Nom 2. Briana is always sacrificing her time for ANC deliveries when we have needed her to stay back, Bri is 
always helping me and she is always there if any of us need help. Bri is really such a huge assest to our team 
as she fills in for people, helpings with any questions we asked and the drivers love her ! 
Nom 3. Great work ethics, always polite and happy to help. Works very hard and always makes sure the work 
is done. 

NSW

Bronwyn Dwyer Operations She has been with ANC for donkeys years and is the true heart of the Company. Works tirelessly and is in high 
demand by our Clients, they always ask for Bronnie, for they know that if anyone can get the issue resolved, it 
is she. They say with age comes wisdom, she has buckets of both. I hear she likes to spend some of her down 
time with the man in her life Johnny W. You are one of the many stars at ANC and I thank you.

NSW

Brooke Johnson Operations Brooke is a fast learner, always willing to help and very time efficient. PM team would be lost without her! NSW

Danielle Hughes Operations Nom 1. There are no words to describe how much work and effort dani puts in. She will help you no matter 
what. She is full of knowledge and is a HUGE asset to our team. She is one of a kind! 
Nom 2. Dani has always been at the forefront while going above and beyond the call of duty. There's nothing 
that she can't handle. She is a true inspiration! 

NSW

Jamie Sieuwerts Operations Jamie has been a great addition to the National Projects Team. He is learning quickly about project 
management and is working on a number of initiatives that will assist our drivers, clients and customers out 
on the road. Always happy to help out where he can.

NSW

Leon Viles Operations Leon should be recognized for all the time he sacrifices to ensure that the runs are routed for bunnings and 
that our team always has an allocator for the shift when he needs to cover for someone, same goes for bri. I 
dont think many realise just how much time or days off he has sacrified to work for our team to ensure that 
our team is successful in the following day 

NSW
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Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Matt Latimore Ops Recruitment Matty has been in the office day in and day out through this crazy time!  He has really needed his team's help 

as there have been so many new drivers on boarded to help with demand. He has protected his team by 
making sure they stay working from home.  Therfore he has taken on a HUGE work load and the worried times 
of being facemask to facemask with the new inductees.  Such a commited team leader!   

NSW

Paul Nguyen Operations Paul is a gem! He goes above and beyond for everything. He will solve any issue you come to him with. He has 
fantastic knowledge of most accounts and will always help no matter what. His work ethic is incredible! One 
of the nicest people you will ever meet. 

NSW

Ryan Strutt Operations Ryan has progress in leaps and bounds in the last few months in all aspects of all accounts, you only have to 
ask him to help and he will just jump in with no hesitation.

NSW

Tammy Gater Operations Nom 1. Its so easy to overlook your manager for a nomination only for the fact that they are strong and have 
so much knowledge. I'm nominating Tammy as since I have started with ANC, she has always had my back in 
situations that required her to come to my defense. She has allowed me to grow into the position I  want to 
be in and move into those in the future that I wish to grow into. I think everyone forgets how much Tammy 
actually scarifies in terms of time and effort including outside of work. She doesn't just go home and that's it, 
there is a lot of behind the scenes work and she is always one phone call away. She never gets annoyed  that 
you called with an issue and she is always helping to see reason and not to stress about things we dont need 
to be. Tammy has always been there to show me and help polish up and develop my skills. Tammy is the glue 
that keeps the Bunnings Team together and I wouldn't want another manager to lead our team.
Nom 2. Tammy is the glue that holds the bunnings team together ! If we ever need help or are stressed we 
can always turn to her for guidance and tammy always makes time of us regardless of how busy or stressed 
she is ! Hopefully we have tammy as our manager for a very very very long time as I coudlnt imagine having 
another manager like her running our team and having that close bond with her

NSW

Tara Douglas Operations Tara has always been dilligent in everything that she does with faltering. I cannot imagine working without 
her as she always has a smile on her face that brightons up a room. 

NSW

Anson Nesci Operations Anson is doing an amazing job and is such a valuable asset to our team. Super efficient and hard working! 
Super motivating to see. Thanks Anson! 

QLD

Jamie Nash Operations Nom 1. I just love Jamie's attitude, such a can do approach to everything, happy to provide feedback to work 
on ensuring documentation is relevant and adds value, tailor training programs for drivers to ensure they 
have the information they require to fulfil the individual client service offerings to the best of the ability and 
still find the time in his day to assist in supporting training in other states where we are facing challenges due 
to lockdowns and the inability to get people across states lines.  All round awesome team player and 
deserving of shout out! 
Nom 2. Jamie is a supportive and encouraging colleague and friend, always available to offer appreciable 
advice when needed. Thank you for your continuous support. 

QLD

Jordan Glass Ops Recruitment Being new to ANC, Jordan has picked up processes with ease and handled challenges effectively. He is 
ambitious and dedicated in the hiring and onboarding of new fleet for ANC QLD. Keep up the great work 
Jordan! 

QLD

Parminder Mavi Operations Parminder has been awesome, smashing out the next day Bunnings allocations through the lockdown and 
massive spike in volume. He has also taken on allocating on Sunday for Monday, allowing other allocators to 
not have to work so much on the weekends. Thanks Parmi. Go A Team :-)

QLD

Sandra - Lee Rose Ops Recruitment Outstanding attitude and performance. QLD
Brittany Martin Operations Brittany is always willing to go above and beyond to help and is always there when you need a hand in 

anything! 
VIC

Natalie Rozic Operations Natalie never hesitates to help me and others when they need a hand. She is always fun to work with and has 
become a fantastic allocator!

VIC

Rikash Akshay Singh Operations He goes above and beyond and is always so cheerful. Helpful in the office and on the road VIC
Daniel Ling Operations Dan has been a great source of support in training the newest member of our ANC Team. Well Done Dan!! WA

Lachlan Birkbeck-Farrelly Operations Since coming on board Lachlan has done an amazing job learning the ropes as quickly as he has. Lachlan is 
always bright and cheerful whether its with Clients, Staff or contractors.  You're as asset to the WA team!! 

WA



Name Driver/Dept Reason for nomination State
Bikram Dangal 7269 Always helpful, always friendly. Nothing is too hard. A joy to work with. NSW
Tony Tabaji 444 Hi ANC, I would like to highlight the efforts of Tony, Driver 444. He always goes above and beyond for us and 

our customers. Tony is super trust-worthy and helpful. He is an asset to your delivery team. I hope his hard 
work doesn’t go unnoticed by your company 😊
Stacey, Support G4, Rydalmere Bunnings

NSW

Van Quan Trinh 5121 Van is such a good driver, if we ever need him to go and fix up a delivery or organise with bunnings to sort out 
a problematic delivery he will never say no! Van does a lot of work for bunnings team and he deserves to be 
recognized for his outstanding work 

NSW

David Linney 283 Due to huge spike in numbers on certain days for Bunnings Big & Bulky and Vellex Kitchen jobs, David has 
agreed on multiple days now to team up with Mohammed in his truck to make a 2 man team. From the first 
delivery on the first day, Mohammed and David have be amazing together. Working extremely hard and 
getting the jobs completed without issue. Pretty impressive for such a new recruit. David is also a great guy 
with an awesome attitude and a major asset to ANC QLD.

QLD

Mark Woolnough 125 Driver helped out with an escalated BBQS galore delivery that we desperately needed to go out, and driver 
was super busy ! I think he deserves to be recognized as he went above and beyond for the IST BBQ Galore job 
to get it there that day and it was successful  !

QLD

Mohammed Ali Musa 2550 Due to huge spike in numbers on certain days for Bunnings Big & Bulky and Vellex Kitchen jobs, Mohammed 
has agreed on multiple days now to team up with another driver David to make a 2 man team. From the first 
delivery on the first day, Mohammed and David have be amazing together. Working extremely hard and 
getting the jobs completed without issue. Mohammed is also a great guy with an awesome attitude and a 
major asset to ANC QLD.

QLD

Warner Langford 161 Warner has gone above and beyond with his efforts to keep the Lismore Blood run happening during these 
trying times. 

QLD

Javier Mosquera 047 Javier arrives at work early everyday and helps out where he can. SA
Joshua Scholz 050 Josh has been going above and beyond at the end of every PC loadout, helping other drivers, packing up all 

zones and making sure everything is tidy before leaving.
SA

Denzil Morris 219 Store Feedback: Our store is quite new to being a hub store for deliveries and I have found  Denzel to be 
extremely patient with us to ensure our orders get out to our customers safely.  Denzel has been helpful and 
enthusiastic about getting the job done.  
Denzel has been coming to our store for a bit longer and has developed great relationships with the team and 
has always displayed a friendly and helpful manner. 
 I just wanted to express my gratitude to both these drivers as they have stood out while we transitioned into 
a hub store. 

WA

Frank Arasi 255 Store Feedback: Our store is quite new to being a hub store for deliveries and I have found Frank be extremely 
patient with us to ensure our orders get out to our customers safely. Frank has been helpful and enthusiastic 
about getting the job done. 
Frank is extremely knowledgeable and is always friendly, ready for the day. I just wanted to express my 
gratitude to both these drivers as they have stood out while we transitioned into a hub store.

WA
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